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Terrace Channel D esign Using 
the Spatially Varied Flow and 
Tractive Force Theories 
D. K. MCCOOL AND R. P. BEASUY 
Formerly m:a.ny terDCn were designed with the channd grades increasing 
from the upper end to Ihe oudec. This design resulted in a high absorption on 
permeable soils, but the difliculcy of constructing and maintaining the channels 
to the low grades in the upper ends resuhed in serious ponding on the leu per-
meable soils. uter, (crCllces were: designed which used a conStant channel grade 
throughout the rcrr2,l:C length. Such terraces arc more easily laid Out and con· 
struClOO lnd result in 1m ponding in the: channds. On irregular topography, 
however, both the increasing-grade: and the: consum.grade: designs result in 
crookro terracts and :ueas of uneven width between [crn.ces which are dif· 
ficult to fum with modem machinery. 
Recently, tlfans h:l.ve been made to reduce CUI'V1.ture and to improve temce 
alignment. To obrain maximum improvement for minimum COSt, it is desinb!e 
to vary the gnde in the tc:rnee channels. However, if the gnde is varied, some 
criteria mUSt be: used to determine th(' mvdmum permissible gnde in any reich 
of the channel. Limiting-velocity criteri~ tu.ve been most commonly used, and 
have been applied by assuming uniform flow in a given reach of channd and 
us ing rhe Manning formula. Because changing gnde and increasing dischar~ 
into a lernce channd result in non-uniform flo w, ('ern in inlccuncies lre in· 
het('nt in this method. For these reasons a new method of ternce chlnnel de:-
sign using spatillly v:uied flow and tractive force theories has been developed. 
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
OJUn thanntl has one surface of the flow exposed to atmospheric pccssurt. 
The '9,'otd "channd" ilS used hereafter in this bulletin shall refer to an "o~ 
channel". 
Ttrract thanntl is constructed across the slope of agriculruralland 10 in-
tercept runoff and convey it to a sui table stable oudet. 
Grade is the slope of a channel bottom in the direction of How. The terms 
"gnde" and "gradient" shall be used interchangeably. 
Steady flow occurs if the depth of flow at a section does nOt change with 
rime or if it on be: assumed to be consnnt during the time interval under con· 
sidention. 
Unif(JnIl flow occurs if the velocity of successive fluid demenTS along any 
streamline is the same in both magnitude and direction at l given instant. 
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NOII'lIniform fow occurs if the magnirudc: or the: diret:tion of the velocity 
:1;.1 a given lom.or changes from poim to point along :my streamline:. 
Sp4HaIJy varitd flow is Bow having a non-uniform discharge resulting 
from the :lddition or diminution of Auid along its course. 
Froudt numbtr. The "Froude number" is f = V (gL)'7> 
where V = mean velocity (fps) 
g = :lccelemion of gravity (£t/ scc") 
L = characteristic length (fl) 
For a Channd(:he "~Ude number" CUI be wIillen 15 
F = ~ ' I' 
gA~D 
where Q = tOtal Ischuge:l.l a section (ds) 
o = hydraulic depth (fr) 
A = area. of flow (ft ") 
Sjntiftt m trgy is the energy ~r unit "'-dghl (If Auid at any section of the 
ch2nnel me:uured with respect co the d u nne! bottom. For :I. channel of small 
gradient, the "specific energy" is the sum of the vdociry head and the depth. 
en"Heal dlpJh is thu depth of flow for which the spedfic energy is a mini. 
mum fot a given dischuge. The Froude number is unity at the "eritiClI depth". 
Mild grade is II chllnne1 gride thit susti in! flow lit II depth grel!er than 
me critical depth for :I given dischuge. T he Froude number is Jess thlln uni ty 
for a "mild gr:ade". 
Stup grade is a channel grade that sustains fl ow at a depth less than the 
critial depth for II given dischuge. The Froude number is grelter than unity. 
Permissible 'raetit't foree is that maximum unit tn.ctive force which when 
acting on a channel will nOt Cluse serious erosion of the material forming the 
b<d. 
Cntital tracJh,t fo ru is the maximum unit tuctive force that will no t 
cause serious erosion of the material forming the bed of a rest section. 
Cohtsivt matenals are those of which inter.panicle forees are significant. 
Fine·grained soils gener:tlly exhibit "cohesive" properties. 
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SYMBOLS USED 
A Area of Row .. 
b Bottom width of ch~nnel • D Hydraulic depth • g Acceleration of gr:avity hi s«' 
" 
Manning coefficient h'" 
P Wetted perimeter • q Discharge ~dded per unit length of channel crs/ h or 
m / iOO ft 
Q Tor1l discharge at a point ,f. 
R Hydraulic radius • S, Energy gradient hlft 
S. Ounnd gradient (sin 8) hlfr 
T Tractive force Ibf ft' or psf 
T. Maximum trac tive force Ibfft' or psf 
T, IXsign rtacdve force lblft' or psf 
V MC'lIl velocity of Row h/ sec or fps 
w Unit weight of water Ib/ ft ' 
, Distance along channel bed h or 100 ft 
y Depth of flow • , Ounnel side slopes hl ft 
8 Angle of inelination of channel bed 
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CONCEPTS USED IN CHANNEL DESIGN 
Limiting Velocity. 
The limiting velocity concept has long been used :.l.S a design criterion fOr 
ch:mnels. In 1786, du Bua! published the first d~u which related velocity of 
flow to bed sediment movement. to Du Bun determined the trmsportation velo-
city for seven sizes of materials, n.nging from day to egg-sized stones. Etch-
everry 1nalyzed morc reeem data and compiled a nble giving the m:udmurn 
meiln velocities safe against erosion for several mater ials!" Etcheverry'S recom-
mendacions :are included in Table I. 
Fonier :and Scobey submitted questionm.ircs to a number of irrigation engi-
neers who had considenble experience. They sought (0 determine what these 
engineers thought to be the maximum permissible velocity for flow of w:l.ter in 
channels for various materials without bed erosion.13 They ;;tn;;tlyzed the data 
from the survey and made general reoommendations as to =imum permissible 
velocities. Fonier :md Scobey recognized the effect sediment ha.d in the flowing 
w;;tter and ;;tlso the effect produced by depth of flow. They suggested different 
velocities for wa.ter oontaining sedimenrs than for clear wa.ter. Their recommenda-
tions for depths of flow less than three feet a.re included in T;;tble II. They sug-
gested that the maximum mea.n velocity might be increa.sed by one-ha.lf foot per 
second for deprhs of flow greater tha.n three feet. 
The limiting velocity concept h:.l.s also been used in Russia. In 1936, a Rus-
sian m.agazine published values of maximum permissible velocities above which 
scoW" would be produced in various kinds of non·cohesive and cohesive rna-
teri:.l.P· The values for cohesive material ire included. in Table Ill. 
Tuctive Force. 
lane defined. ttactive force as the unit shearing force which is exerred on 
the periphety of a channel because of the motion of the W:.l.tet. It Brahms is be-
lieved to have been the: first (ln4) to extend the principle of balancing the 
triccive force: with the channel resisance for uniform flow.' Du Buat, in 1786, 
expressed fricdon between running water and channel bed by the product of 
gradient and weight of watet.'o Du Boys expanded du Buat's ideis into a gen-
eral eCJuation in 1879.' Du Boys' expression for the tractive force on the: bot-
tom of an infinilely wide channel under conditions of uniform flow is 
T = w Y So (1) 
Kra.mer stated that this equation is valid for laminu, as well a.s turbulent, :.l.nd 
for shooting, :.l.S well :.l.S srrea.ming, flows." 
Chang developed an expression for tractive: force on :m infinitely wide chan-
nel under oonditions of non-uniform flow with continuous dischuge.' Rouse, in 
a discussion of Chang's work, stared that the Chang C<juation was incorrect and 
developed :m ~uation to replace the Ch:mg equation." Rouse's equ:Hion is 
T=wlv'~-~ + SoJ (2) Lgy dx dx 
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Vny llJbt 100le .. nd 
Coa.H sand or light lUIdy loll 
Ave.ag. nndy loll 
Sandy loam 
Average loam, alluvial lOn, 
volcanic uh 
Fi r m loam, clay loam 
Stiff cilly loll, ordlna.ry 
gU,val lOll 
COII.ua IP'avel, eobbl .. 1llId 
·hinJl .. 
ConJlomerate, cemented gravel, 
10ft ,late, tough h2.rdpan, 
10ft Hdlmentary rock 
8anll)' 10."" noneollOldal 
Silt loam, noncoUoJdal 
Alluvial lilts, noncol1oldal 
O. dlnl,.l'y firm loam 
VOLcanic .. h 
8Wf clay, ve ry colloidal 
Allumi IlItI, col loidal 
Sbal .. and budpana 
Flne ,",v.1 
Graded loam to eobbl .. 
.. lien noacolloldal 
Gn.ded Ilitl to cobbl.a • 
.. hen colloidal 
Coar .. V ..... l, noncolloldal 
Cobbl .. and l hinglu 
'.00 
... , 
2.50 
2.50 
3.7S 
S.15 
' .00 
20$0 
s.n 
' .00 
' .00 
'.00 
1.00 to 1.50 
I.S0 to 2.00 
2.00 to 2.50 
2.50 to 2.75 
2.75 to 3.00 
3.00 to 3.75 
4.00 to 5.00 
5.00 to 8.00 
8.00 to 8.00 
0.M8 
0.M8 
0.075 
0.075 
0. 28 
0.28 
0.87 
0.015 
0.38 
O. U 
O.sO 
0.81 
'.00 
3.50 
UO 
3.50 
' .00 
'.00 
'.00 
'.00 
'.00 
5.50 
'.00 
5.51) 
O.OH to 0.025 
0.025 to O.tHS 
0.tH5 to 0.010 
0.070 to 0.0s. 
0.084 to 0. 100 
0.100 to 0. 157 
0.278 to 0.434 
0.827 to 0.903 
0.827 to 1.114 
0. 11 
0. 15 
0. 1' 
0. 15 
0. 48 
0. 48 
0.81 
0.32 
0.88 
0.80 
0.81 
1.10 
7 
In the: use: of the: Rous<: e:quation, it must be: note:d that if the: channe:l 
gradient is considac:d as positive: if downwua in the: ditc:Ction of flow, follow-
ing the: conventions of hydnulic practice:, then ~ must be: nc:gath'c (or accc:krat-
'" ing flow, following tbe: convc:ntions of calculus. Tractive force will be: II. p:lsitive qw.ntity. 
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T racrivt FQru Distribution. The United St:ne5 Bureau of Reclamation 
made studies of the distribution of the tractive force on the bottom and sides of 
canals." The following cwo methods were use<! (1) an analysis of {he ffie2sured 
velocity distribution in trapezoidal channels; (2) a mathematica.! approach as-
suming a power b.w for velocity distribution. The results from the me:lSurod 
velocity distributions were r1lther inconclusive since the data :.l.V2ilable were not 
sufficiently C:X1Ct nor of sufficient qua.ntity to provide an adeqll1te solution. How-
ever, the mathem:nical a.naiysis seemed to yield more reliable :.lnci conclusive 
results. 
The results for a rectmgular channel indicated that when Ihe bottom-widm-
over-depth N.tio was four Of greater, the maximum rf;l.nive force on rhe borrom 
would be 0.94 w Y S. or greater. For sreep-sided channels the tucdve force on 
the sides of a given channel was considerably less rhan that on the bottom. The 
IlUximum value for a 2:1 side slope was approximately 0.78 w y So. 
Design V4/ues o/Tr4(tive Foru_ Two values of t~ctive force-rhe permis-
sible tn.ctive force and rhe crirical rractive force-ha ve been used in channel de-
sign. Chow defined the permissible tn.crive force as the maximum unit tn.ctive 
force that would not cause serious erosion of the material forming the channel 
bed." He also defined rhe critical tractive force as rhe maximum unit tfactive 
force that would not cause serious erosion of the material forming the bed of a 
res! section. According to Chow, for coarse non-cohesive material, the permis-
sible rn.ctive force will be higher than the critical tractive force because of the 
binding power of the colloidal and organic matter in the war("r in actual chan· 
nels. However, the material in the water in actual channels may not have as 
great an effect for cohesive channel materi:lls. 
One method of determining permissible tt:lctive force values is to convert 
permissible velodcy data ro rn.ctive force values. Lane convened the Etcheverry, 
fonier and Scobey, and the USSR permissible velocity dara to permissible tn.c-
rive force values." The results are included in Tables I to III . 
In 19~9, Smerdon investigated the critical tracdve force of cohesive soils.u 
He placed uncompacted soLI in a hydraulic flume and made observations of the 
flow conditions when general movement of the bed material commenced. He 
designated {he tractive force when genetal movement of the bed material com-
menced as the critical tractive force. Data from Smerdon's investigations :ill: 
giv('n in Table IV. 
Examinations of Tables I to IV will show the vaSt n.nge of permissible and 
critical tractive force values for cohesive marerials obtained by different investi-
ptors. 
Spatially Varied Flow W ith Increning Discharge 
Sparially varied flow is defined as flow h:lving a non-uniform discharge re-
sulting from the addition or diminution of water along the course of flow.· 
Spatially varied flow may have either increasing or decreasing discharge. Because 
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TABLE m-C'ONV'~ TO VA LUES OF 
Vol<b Ra.llo 
2.0 to 1. 2 
Principa.l Collellve Llmillne Perml .. ibl, 
Mate r iaL Ve Lo<:Lty TracUv. 
of Bed Force For e t 
(lpl) "", (Ip') !pOi Sandy d.y. 
(lind COntent Ie .. lhan 50$) 
1.48 0.040 2. liS 0.151 
Heavy clayey lolll I. 3i 0.031 2.79 0.141 
Clly' 1.15 0.024 
'" 
0.124 
Leln tI.yey 10111 i.05 0.020 2.30 0.096 
Sandy eL.y' 
(lind COntent Ie .. Ibl.n 50$) 
4.26 0.327 5.90 0.630 
H ... vy clayey lOti, 4. 10 0.305 5.58 0.S63 
Clay, 3.!l4 0.281 5.41 O.UO 
Will clayey ..,11, 3.44 0.214 4.43 0.S54 
TA BLE IV _CRlnCAL TRAC TIVE FORCE OF SOILS DETERMINED BY SMERDON23 
So" 
Silty Loa m 
( Marthall Surface SOLI) 
Silly Loam 
(Knox Surface SOU) 
SLlty Loam 
(Knox SlJbsoll ) 
SLlty Clay Loa.m 
(Me nfro Surface SOil) 
Silty Clay Loam 
(Mu1co Surface SOil ) 
Co., 
(Meldeo SU~U) 
Silty Clay Loam 
(Un.l.on Sur fa.ce SOil) 
Silty Loam 
(Weldon SlJrface SOil) 
(Silty Clay 
(Weldon SlJrfacl SOil, 
Se r verely Er oded) 
Silty Clay Loam 
(Shelby Surfl.CI SOil) 
Co., 
(Shelby Subsoil) 
CrlticfJ TracUve Force ,,.,, 
0.0199 
0.0328 
0.0153 
0.0281 
0.0458 
0.0886 
0.0325 
0.0225 
0.0241 
0.0384 
0.0546 
of differences in hydraulic beluvior, the two types of flow I.I"C usually considered 
separately. Spatially varied flow is more difficult to analyze th.n non-uniform 
flow with continuous discharge. 
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The theory of sp:ui~lIy V2ried flow with incteuing disch:uge h:l.s been used 
in sever:!.i pr:l.ctiQi :lppliotions such as the design of roof gutters, wid de:!.ins, 
wash-water troughs in filters, :lnd htenl spillways on dams. 
METHODS OF T ERRACE CHANNEL DESIGN 
Early terrace ch1nnel designers used. :I vui1ble gnde dunnd with the gnde 
incre:uing from the upper end co the oudet end. Their purpose in using this 
design was to increase the infiltr2tion of water into the soil and to reduce run-
off. Experimental terraces of this design were conStructed :H erosion su.lions 
throughout the country. Ramser summ:l.ri:ted the results from several of these 
stations :md made recommendations for ternee channel gadien!s (19~l).'· 
Ramser's figures have b«n ci ted frc<juenrly by the authors of soil and ~ter 
nunagemem texts. His recommendations are given in T2ble V. 
The increasing grade design functi oned well on permeable soils, but on 
impermeable soils ponding in the upper end of a terrace W1S a serious problem. 
The ponding problem and the desire to simplify layOUt caused la ter teHace 
channel designers to use a channel of constllnt grade which rcsuhed in less 
ponding in the channel and which was easier to layout. 
On iHegular topography the increasing grade and conm.nt grade designs 
result in crooked terraces and odd.shaped ueas between terraces which nuke it 
difficult to fum ternccd. l:and with luge farm equipment. This diudv:antage h2s 
led to a slow acceponce of terncing by farmers. 
Re<:entiy, ternlce ch:annel designers have attempted to gain wider acceptance 
for terracing by improving terrace channel alignment.
' 
On irK"gular topography, 
improving ternlce channel alignment necessitates deviations from the commonly 
accepted standards of grade, depTh of cut, or both. In order TO obtain maximum 
improvcmenr for minimum COSt, ir is essential that changes in grade be utilized, 
within the limitS of safe design. 
The limiting velocity concept has been applied to the problem of determin-
ing the maximwn permissible gradient in :any reach of a temce channel. A maxi-
mum velocity of twO feet per second has been SUggesTed." This has been ap-
plied to tetrace channel design by The usc of a step method assuming uniform 
flow in reaches of the channel. However, there are inherent inaccuracies when 
TABLE V_TERRACE CHANNEL GRADIENTS RECOMMENDED BY RAMSE R 
Dilanee 
from Upper 
end 01 
Ter race 
(tt) 
o - 300 
300 · 600 
600 _ 900 
900 - 1200 
1200 _ 1500 
Drop of Terrace 
per 100 feet 
" ... "'" /In) 
" 
, 
2 
• ,
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applying this method to terrace channds in which discharge ~ic:s with disWlce 
and in which the channel gradient is not constant. For this reuon, a more ac· 
curate method of terrac~ channd design has been d~vdopcd. 
A method w:u devdoped whereby the spatially varied flow and tractive 
force theories were used to sdect maximum terrace channel gndes under condi· 
tions of changing gnde and incr~sing discharge.'" 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
Dynamic Equation For Spatially Varied Flow 
Spatially varied flow with increasing discharge may be analped by con-
sidention of the momentum equation. Consider sections one and twO, and the 
body of ,,:ater betWeen sections one and twO, of Figure 1. The change in m0-
mentum b<n.·een sections one and cwo is 
;.[ QdV + (V + dV) dQ] 
g 
The component of the weight of water between sections one and twO in the di· 
rection of flow is 
wASo dx. 
The viscous shear along the wetted. perimetCf is 
F. = wAS. dx. 
The hydrostatic pressure becween sections one and twO is 
p. - p. = - w A dy. 
Equating the momentum change of the body of wuer between sections one and 
twO to all external forces acting on the body, the following rdationship is 0b-
tained. 
~ QdV + (V + dV) dQ] = - w A dy + wAS. dx - wAS. dx 
g 
By neglecting the product of any diffCfentials, simplifying, substituting and 
rearn.nging, the equation may be written in the following form: 
So-S.-~ 
~= gAt (~) 
dx 1 - Q' 
gAtD 
This is the dynamic equation for spatially V2ried flow with incr~uing dis-
charge. The C<ju:ation is restricted neither as to size nor shape of channel. It 
should be nored that if the ch:annd gradient is cOlUiderc-d positive when down-
wud in the direction of flow, following the conventions of hydnulic pnctice, 
than ~ must be ntg2rive for :accderating flow, following tDc conventions of cal· 
d. 
cuI us. 
The energy gradient,S., in equation (~) an be approximated by ::I uniform 
flow equation, such as the Manning formula, " if it is assumed that the rate of 
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, 
SUIt'AC[ 
y 
,'y+dy 
lEO 
fl, . I _ SpatlDlly VDri ... 110 .... dl .. , ...... 
energy loss for spatially vuied flow is the same as for uniform flow of the Slme 
mean velocity IUId depth. The C<juuion for energy loss is 
S. :: n" Q ' (4) 
2.21 A" R'P 
Since the discturge for spati:a.11y vuie.:! How is the producr of the rate of in-
flow times the disunce, qx, the eqU1tion for energy gnditnt may be written as 
- 0' q' " S._ _ () 
2,21 A" R'I' 
Tractive Force Under Conditions of Uniform Flow. 
Coruida a free body of W2.tcr of WliI length and width within a chmnd of 
infinite width, as is shown in Figure 2. Since the free body is in equilibrium, the 
summacion of all forces acting upon it muSt be zero. By babncing the forces 
acting on the body, an expression can be derived for the shcuing force acting on 
the channd bed in the direction of ftow.n This sharing force is the tractive: 
force and the expression is 
T:::w ysin (). 
The gra-diem of the bed is defined as the sine of the a.ngle of inclina.tion. 
The a.bove eqU2cion CUl be written il5 !ollows: 
T:::w yS.. (1) 
This eqU2tion is the nme as the du &ys eqU:Hion (1) given in a. previoU5 
section. This equa.tion is derived only from knowledge of the forces which mU5t 
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Fig . 2 _ Tra<llv. forc. diagram . 
lCt upon 1 free- body of water under conditions of equilibrium :wd is completely 
indepenclem of whether the How occurs on mild, criTia.!, or Steep grade. 
Tractive Force on Channel Bed Under Cond itions of Spatial ly Varied 
Flow With Increasing D ischarge. 
An expression for {he tractive force under conditions of spatially varied 
flow with increasing discharge in a channel of infinite width may be developed 
from equation (3) by ro.rranging terms. 
S. = SG - (l-~ ) ~-~ 
gA20 dx gA2 
The term on the left is the energy gt1d.iCllt. Using the same assumption as 9.'U 
used in justifying equation (4) , it follows {hat 
S. = ..!.... (6) 
,od 
w, 
T: w,[s. -(l-...sr. ) ~-~J 
gA10 dx gil. ' 
l-bxiroUOl Tnctive Force on Tnpezoidal Channels. 
(7) 
The maximum tractive force developed on thc sides of a trapezoidal chan· 
nel with uniform flow will be Ie$! thm that on the bottom. Therefore, in chan· 
nels in cohesive soils, only the bottom of a trapezoidal channel nced be con-
sider«! in des ign for uniform flow conditions. The maximum tractive force de-
l' MISSOURI AGRICULTUUL EXPERIMENT STATION 
veloped on the bottom of:l. wide rtllpe!oidal channel under conditions of uni· 
form flow will be slightly less than th:!.t dcvc:1oped on Ilf\ infinitely wide channel 
of the same grade 2nd depth of fiow. For design purposes, an assumption of me 
s:ame maximum tractive force on a tl"11pezoida,l channel u on a channel of in-
finicc width will be conserv:uivc. If the above l$sumpdon is made for sp2tially 
vlried fiow, the maximum tranive force on the bottom of 1 tn.peroida.1 channel 
can be approximated from equation (7), 
PROCEDURE 
Ternce d12nne1s were designed by the limiting velocity, constant grade, mel. 
incra-sing grade, criteria. A method was then devised whereby the spaTiaJly 
vuied !l.ow and tractive force theories wcrc used in determining the maximum 
permissible gradient for my given reach of a givffi channeL 
Selection of Paf1lmetets 
Two 2QOO-foot mapezoidal channels werc chOjen for considef1ltion. A chan-
nel with six-foot bottom and eight-to-one side slopes, hereafter referred to as 
chll.nnel A, was chosen for 11l.nd of six percent or leSS slope. A channel with 
four-foot bottom and six-to-one side slopes was chosen for land of greater than 
6 percent slope. These chinnel shapes were chosen for their economics of con-
struction and their adaptability to mechanized fuming. They arc quite typical 
of sh2pes commonly rc<;ommended fot terrll.ce dl1l.nnel cOnstruction.' 
A Manning coefficient of thtee hundredths was used in this study except 
where otherwise noted. This V2lue is represent1l.tive of a cultiV2led channel in 11. 
condition mOSf susceptible 10 erosion, which limits the maximum permissible 
grade."· .. A bobnning coefficient of nve hundredms was used in the twO cascs in 
which it was desired to determine the maximum depth of Bow. This value is 
representative of a channel wim considerable vegetation." '$ 
Design V21ucs of tt:l.clive force were chosen by e)(1l.minll.tion of Tables I to 
IV for tractive force values for cohesive soils. A range of one tenth pounds per 
square foot to tWO tenths psf W2S chosen and divided into twenty-five thou-
S1I.ndths psf intervals. 
A range of expected values of inRow into the chOjen channels was deter-
mined by the usc of Yarnell's data on rainfall frequency and inft'nsity·· and a re-
vised [eIT:l.ce spacing as developed b)- Beasley." The nngc of inRow was deter-
mined for an area of the MiddlewCSt including Missouri, Southern Jowa, South. 
e2Sfern Nebraska, Eastern Kansas, and Northern Arkansas. A thirty-minute 
duration, ten-year frequency rainfall was used for design. The expected t:l.in&ll 
of Ihis duration and ftcquency..fur this section of the United States is approxi-
mately one and eight tenths to one and eighty-five hundredths inches. The area 
between terraces per one hundred-fOOt length was computed for twO percent 
bnd slope, six percent land slope and twelve percenl land slope. The inRo .... in-
to each one hundred-foot length of channel wu found by usc of the rarion2i 
formula.'" 
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Q!::>cia (12) 
where Q,::> design peak runoff (cfs) 
c ::> runoff coefficient 
i = design r~ infall inrensity (iph) 
a = watershed area (acre) 
For design purposes it w2S assumed that then: would be no infiltration, i.e., 
c = 1. The values of inflow used in am.iFing flow in terraces on land of less 
than six percenr slope nnged from five renths to one and five lenrhs cubic feel 
per second per one hundred feet and for the terraces on land of grearer Ihan six 
percem slope ranged fwm five tenehs to one cfs per one hundred feee. &ch of 
these ranges of inflow was divided inro Iwemy-five hundredths cis incervds for 
considenrion. 
Limiting Velocity Design by Step Routing 
The maximum rates of inflow were routed in each channel ar a limiting 
vdodty of twO fps using a step rouring method assuming uniform flow in 100 
feet reaches wieh the wral inflow inw each reach entering al the upper end of 
the reach. The Manning formula (4) and a Manning coeAicienr of three hun-
dredths were used. The maximum tractive force was found by the use of equa-
tion (I). 
Constant Grade Design by Step Routing 
The maximum rateS of inflow were foured in channel A at a constanc grade 
using the step method outlined in the previous section. A constant grade of 
three tenths percent was used. A grade of three tenths percent is commonly 
used in rhe layour of conventional terrues throughout Missouri. The maximum 
tractive force on each one hundred feer length was found by Ihe use of equa-
cion ( I) . 
Constant Grade Design by Spatially Varied Flow 
The maximum races of inflow were routed in channel A at a constanc grade 
of three tenths percent by use of the spatially varied flow equation (;) , where 
the energy gradient was approximated by the expression in equation p ). A 
Manning coefficient of three hundredths was used. The spa{ia!ly varied flow 
equation is a rarher complicaTed first-order differenrial equation and an be 
solved mOSt readily by the appwxirnation methods of numerical analysis. Either 
the Milne or Runge-Kutta method is applicable ro this problem." Ho~·e\"er, 
the Runge-Kurra is fas!er. and Runge-Kutta pwgrams have been weilren for rhe: 
electronic digita l computer. The Runge-Kutta method as applied to the spatially 
varied flow equation requires {hac the depth of Aow be known ar only one point 
in the channel. Ir was assumed char the channel would be construCted on a mild 
gnde and th2t the depth 21 the lower end would be equal to the normal depth. 
The comput2tions were started from {he lower end of the channel. The 
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flow profile was projected up the channel by tcn foot incrementS of length 
through the usc of equations ( ~) and (5). The maximum cnctivc force on the 
bottom of the ch~nncl W:iS found at each increment of length by rearranging 
equacion (6) into the following form: 
T=wyS. (8) 
The problem was progc1mme<i for an electronic digital computer, 
This program WilS then utilized co determine the maximum depth of flow 
th:H wQuld occur if a minimum grade of twO tenths percent w:as used through-
out the length of channel A. A ~ue of inflow of one cfs per hundr«i feet and 
11. ,Manning codiicicnt of nve hundredths wccc used. 
Incre:uing Gnde Design by the Spatially V2Cied Flow Theory 
The computer prognm developed to route flow at consnm gndc WlIS used 
to route: flow in channel A in which thC' grade incre2Sed from the upper to the 
outlet end. The g r2des chosen were those given in the Universi ty of Missouri 
Agriculrural Experiment Station Bulletin ~07 (1947)' The length of channel A 
was reduced to sixteen hundred feet to conform with the length given in the 
bullerin. A V2iue: of inflow of one: cfs per hundred feet and a Manning coefficiOlt 
of five: hundrc:d.ths were usod. 
Pe: rmissibie: Tractive: Fo rce Design by the: Spat ially Vat ;e:d Flow Theory 
A me:thod was de:visc:d v; he:reby the: spatiaHy varic:d. flow c:quacion was uti. 
lize:d in the: de:sign of channds for a pc:rmissibie tr2ctive: force:. Equations 0), 
(5) and (6) were: considcfc:d. 
So -S. -~ 
~ = ___ ~g;;A'~ 
dx (""I' 
1 - -"'--
(' i 
gA'D 
(' i 
s. == l (6) 
wy 
The right-hand e:xprc:ssions in eqU2tions (5) and (6) we:re equatc:d. and rearnnged 
to obtain the: foHowing: 
x = 1.486[.oJ' /2 AR' /' (9) 
nq w y'/l 
The: right-lund e:xprc:ssion in equation (9) was difi"ere:miatc:d. with respect to 
y to obrain an e:xpression fOf dx/dy. 
dx = l.486[Tl'/· [ A'I· _ 2A' /' dP + M'I' dA (10) 
dy nq;J L 2y'/' P'/' 3y'/"p'I'dy 3y ' / ' P' ' dy 
Disr2nce: and dx/ dy were: obtainc:d from e:quations (9) and (10) with assumc:d. 
va.luc:s of T and y. The corresponding channel gradie:nt, S., WoIS obr2ine:d by re-
arranging equation (3) into the (oHowing (Otm: 
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So = 2. + ~ - s~~_~.J ~ + ~ (Il) 
wy L gA3~ dx gA' 
The right. hand expression was written entirely in terms of constant! and pre-
viously determined values. 
The problem was programmed for an electronic digital computer and a printout routine was set up, whereby So. y, x, dy/dx , S., and the Froude num· ber were obtained at each increment of depth. The Froude numlxt indit;ated 
whether the flow was at mild or steep grade. A Froude number greater rhan 
unity indicated a seeep grade, while a Froude number less than unity indicated 
a mild gnde. 
Each channel was designed by choosing a design value of tractive force and increasing the depth from zero by sma.ll increments, until the distance rcached 
twO thousand feet. Channel A was designed (or the twenty-five possible combi-
nations of design ([acdve force and inflow. Channel B was designed for the fif· teen possible combinations of design tnctive force and inflow. 
DISCUSSION OF DATA AND CONCLUSIONS 
Limiting Velocity by t he Step Routing Method 
The depth, gnde and maximum ructive force dara obtained by routing the 
m:!.ximum rares of inflow ar a limiting velocity of tWO £ps by the step routing 
method arc presented in Table VI. The tractive force data arc plotted in Figure 3. Table VI and Figure 3 show that design for limiring velocity results in in-
creasing tractive force tOWllrd the upper end of the channel. The nte of incrca.sc is especially high in the upper five hundred feet of the channel. 
Constant G nde D esign 
The depth, velocity, and maximum tractive force data obtained by routing the maximum rate of inflow in channel A at a constant grade of three tenths percent by the step routing method and, also, by the spatially varied flow meth-
od are presented in Table VII and Figure 4. The dar:!. show thar the maximum traaive force determined by the spatially varied flow mcrhod is lower than tbat determined by the step routing method. The data from both methods show 
that constant gr2de design results in decreasing cnaive force toward the upper 
end of ehe channel. This indicates that if a given gnde is safe in the lower 
reaches of a channel, then the grade could be increased somewhat towu-cl the 
upper end of the channel. 
The depth, vciocicy, and maximum tractive force data obtained by routing 
one cfs per hundred feet in channel A at il constant grade of twO tenths percent 
and with a Manning cocfficienc of five hundredths arc presented in Tilble VIII. Since cwo tenths pcrcenc grade is considered to be a desirable minimum grade for most soils in Missouri, the depths of flow presented in Table VIII represent 
the probable maximum depths of flow upon which a terrace ridge height should be based. 
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TABLE VI_DATA FROM LIMrTtNG VELOCITY STEP ROUTING METHOD 
(V .. 2 Ips, n_0.03) 
Distance From Cbllnnel A Cbannel B 
Upper End Of q .. 1. 5 ete/lOO!t q .. 1.0 de/I OO ft 
Chlumel 
, , , Tm , !~ Tm (100 It) (It) ,\?, (11:$1) (It1 lesf) , 0.11 3.70 0.251 0. 11 3.81 0.255 
2 0.20 1.83 0.226 0.19 1.93 0.233 , 0.27 1.26 0.216 0.27 1. 34 0.224 
• 0.34 0.99 .0.211 0.33 1.05 0.218 , 004 1 0.82 0.206 0.39 0.87 0.214 , 0.48 O.7() 0.204 0 .45 0 .76 0. 211 , 0.52 0.62 0.201 0.50 0.87 0.209 
8 0.57 0.56 0.199 0 .55 0.61 0.207 
8 0.62 0. 51 0. 198 0.80 0. 55 0.205 
" 
0.87 0. 4 7 0.196 0.64 0. 51 0.203 
U 0.71 0.45 0. 195 0.68 0. 48 0.201 
" 
0.75 0.42 0. 194 0.72 0 .44 0.199 
" 
0.79 0.39 0.192 0. 76 0. 42 0. 198 ,. 0.63 0.37 0.19 1 0 .80 DA D 0.197 
" 
0.87 0 .35 0.190 0.63 0.36 0 .196 
" 
0.91 0.34 0. 189 0 .87 0.36 0.195 
" 
0.94 0.32 0.18S 0.90 0.35 0.194 
" 
0.98 0.31 0.188 0.94 0.33 0. 194 
" 
1.01 0.30 0. l87 0.97 0.32 0.193 
20 1.05 0.29 0.186 '.00 0.31 0.193 
Increasing GtlIde D esign by the Spatially Varied Flow Theory 
The depth, velodry, and tractive force d:m. obtained by routing one ds pet 
hundred feet in a channc:l of incre:l.sing gude are presented in Table IX. The 
data show rhat, while rhe reactive force is father large at the lower end of the 
channc:l, ir decreases to a very small V2lue at the uppc:r end of the channeL The 
depth is less than one·half foot ar the one hundred· foot station and is nearly 
one foot at the sixtc:c:n hundred·foot station. 
Permissible T ractive For« Design by the Spatial ly Varied Flow T heory 
The depth, vc:locity, and channc:l gradient dau from the design by the 
spatially varied flow :lIld tractive force theories are presented in Tables X to XVII. 
The reaches of channel in which the Froude number is gre:leer than unity have 
bc:c:n indicated. The Froude number is greater than unity in only the upper twO 
hundred feet of the ch:lllneis curying the lower utes of inflow. As these upper 
reaches are on relatively steep gndes, the gude could be reduced to the gnde in 
the next reach without sacrificing practicaliry. For those reaches in which the 
Froude number is less th:lll unity, any gnde less th:.tn the computed gndewould 
result in a maximum tncrive force less than the design value, as there would 
be no danger of a hydnulic jump and a concentnted dissipation of energy. 
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CHANNEL A:J 
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DISTANCE FROM UPPER END OF CHANNEL (IOOFt) 
19 
z< 
T1bles X 1nd XVII show thu design for a permissible tractive force 11· 
lows the use of higher grades toward the upper end of a tert:1ce channel than 1f 
the lower end. Tables X to XVII show that the velocity is not consrant, but 
decreases toW2rd the upper end of the channel, providing further proof that de· 
sign based upon the limiting velocity criteria would result in increasing tractive 
force toward the upper end of the channel. 
The tractive force and spatially varied. Row theories can thlll be used to de-
termine the maximum permissible grade in any given reach of 1 terrace channel 
on a soil fOt which me permissible tractive force is Known. 
SUMMARY 
The recent interest in improving terrace channel alignment has nude it ad-
visable to reconsider the constant grade terrace channel design widely used at 
present. The limiting veloci ty concept has been applied to rerrace channel de-
sign by the use of a uniform flow step routing method. However, there are in· 
" .. ~nt inaccuncics when applying this method to terrace channels in which !l;' 
TABLE VU_DATA FROM CONSTANT GRADE ROUTING IN CHANNEL A 
('l.. 1. 5 d s/I OO ft, So. 0.3%, n • 0.(3) 
DIstance From 
Upper End Of 
Cbannel 
, 
(iOC tt) 
, 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 , 
, 
9 
" U 
22 
" ..
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 20 
p 
• 
t 
~ 
. 00 
. " 
••• 
, 
, 
(ft) 
0. 22 
0.33 
0.41 
0.47 
0.53 
0.58 
0.62 
0.66 
0.70 
0.74 
0.78 
0.81 
0.84 
0.87 
0.90 
0.93 
0.96 
0.98 
2.00 
20' 
Step Method 
V 
(fps) 
0.88 
1.05 
1.18 
1.3C 
1.39 
1.47 
1.54 
1.59 
1.65 
1.7C 
1.73 
I. 79 
1.83 
1.86 
1.89 
1.92 
1.96 
1.99 
2.02 
204 . 
Too 
(paf) 
O.cn 
C.062 
0.077 
0.088 
C.099 
0.108 
0.116 
0.124 
0.132 
0.139 
0.146 
0. 152 
0.157 
0.163 
0.168 
0.174 
0.179 
0.183 
0.188 
o 193 . 
CHANNEL A 
Spatlally Varied 
Flow Method 
, V 
(ft) (fps) 
0.26 0.70 
0.36 0.93 
0.44 1.07 
0.50 1.19 
0.56 1.28 
0.61 1.36 
0.65 1.43 
0.70 I.49 
0. 74 1.54 
0.77 1.59 
0.81 1.64 
0.84 1.68 
0.87 1.72 
0.90 1.76 
0.93 1.80 
0.96 1.83 
0.98 1.87 
1.01 1.90 
1.03 1.94 
104 200 . 
Tm 
(pst) 
0.026 
0.045 
0.059 
0.071 
0.082 
0.091 
0. 100 
0.108 
0.115 
0.122 
0.129 
0.135 
0.141 
0. 147 
0. 153 
0.158 
0.163 
0.169 
0.175 
o 186 .
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TABLE VUI_DATA FROM COh'STANT GRADE DESIGN BY SPATIALLY VARIED 
FLOW METHOD IN CHANNEL A 
(q • 1.0 cts/IOO ft, So • 0.2%, n • 0.05) 
DIStanc::t From 
Upper End 
Of Cbannel 
, y V T (100ft) (tt) (fps) (ps,?) 
1 0.35 0.33 0.015 , 0.45 0.45 0.029 , 0.54 0.54 0.040 
• 0.61 0.60 0.0411 5 0.67 0.65 0.058 
• 0.73 0. 70 0.065 7 0.76 0.73 0.072 
• 0.83 0. 77 0.076 , 0.87 0.60 0.064 
10 0.9 1 0.63 O. otIli 
11 0.95 0.85 0.0115 
" 
0.99 0.87 0.0911 
13 1.02 0.90 0. 104 
14 1.06 0.92 0.109 
15 1.09 0.94 0. 11 3 
16 1.12 0.96 0. U 6 
17 1. 14 0.98 0. 122 
16 1.17 1.00 0.128 
19 1.111 1.03 0. 134 
" 
u. 1.07 0. 144 
durge varies with dist2ncc and in which the channel gradient rmy not be coo· 
su.nt. It was desi red th:tt a more correct appr02ch be made to the problem of 
seleCting rhe maximum terrace channel gradieors s:ue against erosion in any 
given reach of a channel on a given soil. The spatially varied flow theory v:u 
chosen to consider the effect of ch:anging grade :and increasing discharge upon 
the Row profile. The tracrive force rheory was chosen to evaluate the erosive 
force of flowing Water under a given flow profile. As a prelimin2ry to develop-
ment of a new method of design, rerrace channels were designed by the limit· 
ing vdocity :and constant grade methods and the maximum tracti"e force on 
e:ach length of the ch:annel was determined. The rn:anner in which maximum 
u:active force varied from lower to upper end of the channel for each design 
was noted. 
A new method of design was then developed whereby the ttactive fOlte 
theory was used in combination with Ihe spatially varied flow rheory 10 select 
maximum rerrace channd grades under conditions of changing grade and in· 
cre:asing discharge. Two typical terrace channels were designed for a wide range 
of inflow and tr:active force conditions. An electronic digital computer was used 
to perform [he computations involved in the solution of the problem. 
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TABLE IX_DATA FROM INCREASING GRADE DESIGN BY SPATlALLY VARIED 
FLOW METHOD IN CHANNEL A 
('I. . 1.0 da/IOCl f t, n. O . O~) 
OIstancefrom 
upper end 
of channel 
• 
" 
, v Tm 
\lClO It I 
'" 
(It) (fl!s) «(!8f) 
0 0.13 
, 0.44 0.24 0.008 
0.13 , 0.52 0.37 0.019 
0.13 , 0.57 0.49 0.033 
0,17 
, 0.64 0.56 0.043 
0.17 
• 0.69 0.63 0.053 0.17 
• 0. 72 0.70 0.066 0.20 , 0.77 0.75 0.075 
0.20 
• 0.80 O. BO 0.005 0.20 
• 0.81 0.89 0. 10S 0.25 
" 
0.85 0.93 0.113 
0.25 
U 0.87 0.98 0. 126 
0. 25 
" 
0.66 1.09 0. 157 
0.33 
" 
0.89 1.11 0. 163 
0.33 
" 
0.92 1. 14 0. 110 
0.33 
" 
0.95 1.17 0.179 
0 .33 
" 
0. 96 1.22 0, 194 
TABLE X_DESIGN FOR PERMISSIBLE TRACTIVE FORCE, CHANNEL A< 
q K 1.[>0 cfa/IOO n, n ~ 0.03 
Tp K 0.100 Ib/rt2 Tp .. 0. 12[> Ib/ft2 TI;!" 0.1[>0 rb~2 TE" 0.17[> Ibift2 Tp .. 0.200 IblIt2 
• S;; y V <'1:) y V i y s y V S Y V (ft) (%) (tt) (fps) (ft) (fps) () (It) (Ips) ('£) . (n) (Cps) ('£) (tt) (res! 
, >. 20 0. 16 1.31 I. [>7 0.14 1.44 1.99 0.13 1. 58 2.43 0.13 1.70 2.89 0. 12 1.80 
2 0.71 0.27 1.36 0.94 0.2[> 151 1.17 0.23 1.6[> 1.42 0.22 1.77 1.69 0.2 1 1.89 
" , 0.[>5 0.36 1.38 o:rn 0.34 1.54 0.87 0.31 1.68 1.05 0.30 1.81 1.2[> 0.28 1.93 • ~
4 0.45 0.45 1.40 0.58 0.41 1.5~ 0.71 0.39 1.70 0.86 0.37 1.83 1.01 0.35 1.95 • > 
5 0.39 0.[>2 1.41 0.50 0.48 1. [>7 0.61 0.45 1.72 0.73 0.43 1.8[> 0.86 0.41 1.97 " n 
• 0,35 0.[>9 1.42 0.44 0.55 1.58 0.54 0,[>2 1.73 0.65 0.49 1.86 0.76 0.47 1.98 x 7 0.32 0.65 1.43 0.40 0.61 1.59 0.48 0.57 1.74 0.[>8 0.[>4 1.87 0.69 O. [>2 1.99 
'" 8 0.29 0.71 1.43 0.37 0.66 1,60 0.44 0.63 1.74 0.54 0.59 1.88 0.63 0.57 2.00 C 
" 9 0.27 0.77 1.44 0.34 O. 'i2 1.60 0.42 0.68 1.75 0.50 0.64 >.89 0.58 0.61 2.01 " • 10 0.25 0.83 1.44 0.32 0.77 1.61 0.39 0.73 1.76 0.46 0.69 1.89 0.54 0.66 2.02 :l 
" 
0.24 0.88 1.45 0.30 0.82 1.61 0.37 0.77 1.76 0.43 0.73 1.90 0.51 0.70 2.01 Z 
12 0.23 0.92 1.45 0.28 0.86 1.62 0.35 0.81 1.77 0.41 0. 77 1,90 0.48 0.74 2.03 ~ ~ 
" 
0.22 0.97 1,46 0.27 0.91 1.62 0.33 0.86 1.77 0.39 0,82 1.91 0.46 0.78 2.0< 00 
,. 0.21 1.02 1.46 0.26 0.95 1.63 0.32 0.90 1,78 0,38 0.85 1.92 0.44 0.82 2.04 
15 0.20 '.06 1.47 0.25 0.99 1.63 0,30 0,94 1,78 0,36 0.89 1.92 0.42 0.86 2.05 
16 0.19 1.10 1.47 0.24 1.03 1.64 0.29 0.97 1.79 0.35 0.93 1.92 0040 0.89 2.05 
17 0.18 1.14 1.47 0.23 1.07 1.64 0.28 1.01 '.79 0.33 0.96 1.93 0.39 0.93 2.06 
" 
0.18 1.18 1.48 0.22 1.11 1.64 0.27 1.05 1.80 0.32 1.00 1.93 0.38 0.96 2.06 
" 
0.17 1.22 1.48 0.21 1.14 1.65 .0. 26 1.08 1.80 0.31 1.03 1.94 0.38 0.99 2.07 
20 0.17 1.26 1.48 0.21 1, 18 1.65 0.25 1.12 1.80 0.30 1.06 1.94 0.35 1.0Z 2.07 
" b .. 6,:z; .. 8 
b< 
TABLE Xl-DESIGN FOR PERMISSIBLE TRACTIVE FORCE, CHANNEL A 
n .. I 2.5 ... bdlOO It. n " 0.03 
' ..... v. ~ .. A . " .. " .. " v, •• _.v · 
.~ A . .... A.",,, U ..... 1.50 1.32 0.20 1.63 1.61 0.19 1.76 
3 0.60 0.32 1. 37 0.76 0.29 1.53 0.98 0.27 1.67 1.18 0.26 1.79 
• 0.49 0.39 1. 39 0.64 0.36 1.55 0.79 0.34 1.69 
0,96 0.32 1.82 
, 0.41 0.46 1.40 0.54 0.43 1.56 0.67 0.40 1.70 0.82 0.38 1.83 
• 0.38 0.52 1.41 0.48 0.48 1.57 0.60 0.45 1.72 
0,'12 0.4 3 1.85 
7 0.34 0.58 1.42 0.43 0.54 1.58 0.54 0,51 1.72 0,65 0.018 1.86 
• 0.31 0.63 1.42 0. 39 0.59 1,59 0.49 0.55 1.73 0.59 0.53 1.87 9 0.29 0.69 1.43 0.37 0.64 1.59 0.46 0.60 1.74 0.55 0,57 1.87 
10 0,27 0.73 1.44 0.34 0.68 1.60 0.43 0.64 1.75 0.51 0.61 1.88 
11 0.26 0.78 1.44 0.33 0.73 1.60 0.40 0.68 1.75 0.48 0.65 1.89 I' 0.24 0.82 1.44 0.31 0.77 1.61 0.38 0.72 1.76 0.45 0.69 1.89 13 0. 23 0.87 1.4 5 0.29 0.8 1 1.61 0. 36 0.76 1.76 0.43 0.73 1.90 l' 0. 22 0.91 1.45 0.26 0.85 1.62 0.34 0.80 1.77 0.41 0.76 1.90 15 0.21 0.95 1.46 0.27 0.88 1.62 0.33 0.83 1. 77 0.39 0.80 1.91 I' 0.20 0.99 1.46 0.26 0.92 1.63 0.32 0.87 1.78 0.38 0.83 1.91 17 0.20 1.02 1,46 0.25 0.96 1.63 0.31 0.90 1.78 0.36 0.86 1.92 
18 0. 19 1.06 1.47 0.24 0.99 1.63 0.29 0.94 1.78 0.35 0.89 1.92 
19 0. 18 1.09 1.47 0.23 1.02 1.64 0.29 0.97 1.79 0.34 0.92 1.92 
20 0.18 1. 13 1.47 0.23 1.06 1.64 0.28 1.00 1.79 0.33 0.95 1.93 
.Froude number greater than unity. 
-.--
1.91 0.18 1.87 
1.41 0.25 1.91 
1.14 0.31 1.94 
0.97 0,36 1.96 
0,85 0.41 1.97 
0.76 0.016 1.98 
0.70 0.50 1.99 
0.64 0.54 2.00 
0.60 0.58 2.01 
0.56 0.62 2.01 
0.53 0.66 2.02 
0.51 0.69 2.02 
0.48 0.73 2.03 
0.46 0.76 2.03 
0.44 0.79 '.04 
0.43 0.83 2.04 
0041 0.86 2.05 
0040 0.88 2.05 
0.39 0.91 2.06 
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TABLE XII _DESIGN FOR PERMISSIBLE TRACTIVE FORCE, CHANNEL A 
q " 1,00 da/loo fI, n 
2 l? .. O. ~,25 Ib/f!2 Jp .. O. ~50 lb/ft 
2 0.92 0.20 1.33 1.19 0. 18 1.48 1.53 
3 0.66 0.2'1 1.36 0.89 0.25 1. 51 1.1 2 0.23 1.65 1. 38 0.22 I. '16 1.64 0.21 1.89 ,., 
0.56 0.33 1.38 0.31 1. 53 0. 29 1.6'1 0.21 1.32 • • O. '11 0.9 1 1. 11 1.'18 0.26 1.92 " • 5 0.48 0.39 1.39 0.62 0.36 1. 53 0.'18 0.34 1.69 0.94 0.32 1.82 1.12 0.31 1.94 > 
6 0.4.2 0.4.5 1.40 0.55 0.41 1. 56 0.68 0. 39 I. '10 0.63 0.37 1.83 0.98 0.35 1.95 " 0 7 0. 38 0.50 1.41 0.49 0.46 l. 5'1 0.61 0.43 1.'11 0.74 0.4 1 1.64 0.88 0.39 1.96 X 
6 0.35 0.55 1.41 0.44 0.51 1.57 0.56 0.47 1.72 0.68 0.45 1.65 0.80 0.43 1.97 
'" 9 0.32 0.59 1.42 0.41 0.55 1.58 0.52 0.52 1.73 0.62 0.4.9 1. 86 0.74 0.4'1 1.98 0 
" 10 0.30 0.63 1.42 0.39 0.59 1.59 0.48 0.55 1.73 0.58 0.53 1. 8'1 0.69 0.50 1.99 
" n 0.28 0.6'1 1.43 0.36 0.63 1.59 0.45 0.59 1. '14 0.55 0.56 1.87 0.64 0.54 2.00 
" 12 0.27 0.71 1.43 0.34 0.66 1.60 0.43 0.63 I. 74 0.5 1 0.59 1. 88 0.6 1 0.57 2.00 Z 
" 
0.26 0.'15 1.44 0.33 0.70 1.60 0.4 1 0.66 1.75 0.49 0.63 1.88 0.58 0.60 ." ~ 
" 
0.24 0.79 1.44 0.3 1 0.72 1.60 0.38 0.69 1.75 0.4'1 0.66 1.89 0.55 0.63 2.01 ~ 
" 
0.23 0.82 1.44 0.30 0.'1'1 1.61 0.37 0.72 1. 76 0.44 0. 69 1. 89 0.52 0.66 2.02 
" 
0.22 0.86 1.45 0.26 0.60 Ull 0.35 0.75 1.76 0.43 0.72 1.90 0.50 0.69 2.02 
" 
0.22 0.89 1.45 0.28 0.83 1.62 0.3< 0.78 1. 76 0.41 0. 75 1.90 0.48 0.72 2.03 
" 
0.21 0.92 1.45 0.27 0.86 1.62 0.33 0.81 1. 77 0.40 0.77 1.90 0.47 0.74 2.03 
" 
0.20 0.96 1.46 0.26 0.69 1.62 0.32 0.84 1.77 0.36 0.80 1.91 0.45 0.77 2.0< 
20 0.20 0.99 1.46 0.25 0.92 1.63 0.31 0.8'1 1.78 0.37 0.83 1.91 0.14 0.79 2.04 
+Froude number gJ'eater than unity. 
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27 
~ 
, 0.73 0.2.7 1.34 0.95 0.25 1.43 1. 18 
3 0.55 0.36 1.36 o:n 0.33 1. 52 0.88 
4 0.46 0.44 1.38 0.58 0.41 1.53 0.72 
5 0.39 0.51 1.39 0.50 0.47 1.54 0.62 
6 0,35 0.58 1.4.0 0.45 0.54 1.55 0.55 
7 0,30'. 0.64 1.40 0.40 0.59 1.56 0.50 
8 0.29 0.70 1.41 0.37 0.65 1.57 0.46 
9 0.27 0.75 1.41 0,35 0.70 1.58 0.42 
10 0.26 0.80 1.42 0.32 0.75 1.58 0.40 
11 0.24 0.85 1.43 0.31 0.79 1.59 0.37 
12 0.23 0.90 1.43 0.29 0.84 1.59 0.35 
13 0.22 0.94 1.43 0.28 0.88 1.60 0.34 
14 0.21 0.98 1.44 0.26 0.92 1.60 0.32 
15 0.20 1.02 1.44 0.25 0.96 1.61 0.31 
16 0.19 1.0'1 1.45 024 0.99 1.6 1 0.30 
17 0.19 1. 10 1.45 0.24 1.03 1.6 1 0.29 
16 0.18 1. 14 1.'1 5 0.23 1.07 1.62 0.28 
19 0. 18 1.18 1.46 0.22 1. 10 1.62 0.27 
20 0. 1'7 1. 21 1.46 0.21 1.14 1.62 0.26 
*b .. 4,z : 6 
0.23 1.63 1.43 0. 22 
0.31 1.65 1.05 0.29 
0.38 1.67 0.87 0.36 
0.44 1.69 0.73 0.42 
0.50 1.70 0.66 0.48 
0.56 1.71 0.59 0.53 
0,61 1.71 0.54 0.58 
0.66 l. 72 0.5 1 0.63 
0.70 1.73 0.47 0.67 
0.75 1.73 0.44 0. 71 
0.79 1.74 0.42 0.75 
0.83 1. 74 0.40 0.79 
0.87 1.75 0.38 0.83 
0.9 1 1.75 0.3'1 0.86 
0.94 1.76 0.35 0.90 
0.98 1.76 0.34 0.93 
1.01 1.76 0.33 0.97 
1.05 1.77 0.32 1.00 
1.08 1.77 0.31 1.03 
1.75 1.68 0.21 
1.78 l.26 0.28 
1.80 1.02 0.34 
1.81 0.88 DAD 
1.83 0.77 0.46 
1.84 0.70 0.,61 
1.85 0.64 0.55 
1.85 0.60 0.60 
1.86 0,55 0.64 
1.87 0.52 0.68 
1.87 0.49 0.72 
1.88 0.47 0.76 
1.88 0.45 0.80 
1.89 0.43 0.83 
1.69 0.4 1 0.96 
1.90 0.40 0.90 
1.90 0.38 0.93 
1.90 0.37 0.96 
1.91 0.36 0,99 
1.87 
1.90 
1.92 
1.94 
1.95 
1.96 
1.97 
1.98 
1.98 
1.99 
2.00 
2.00 
2.01 
2.01 
2.02 
2.02 
2.03 
2.03 
2.03 
~ 
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TABLE XVI -DESIGN FOR PERMISSIBLE TRACTIVE FORC E, CHANNEL B 
• 0.75 
2 0.86 0.21 1.32 1.1 3 0.20 1.47 1.43 0. 18 '-50 1. 74 0. 17 1. 72 2.07 0.16 1.83 , 0.64 0.29 1. 35 0.84 0.27 
'-" 
1.05 0.25 1.83 1.28 0." 1. 76 1.52 0.22 1.87 ,. 
• 0.53 0.36 1.36 0.68 0.33 1.52 0.85 O.S! 1.85 1.04 0.29 1.78 1.23 0.28 1.90 rn , 0.45 0.42 1.37 0.59 0.39 1.53 0.73 0.36 1.87 0.88 0.34 1.80 1.05 0. 33 1.92 • > 
• 0.40 0.48 1.38 0.52 0.44 1.54 0.64 0.41 1.88 0.78 0.39 1.8 1 0.93 0.38 1.93 • n 1 0.36 0.53 1.39 0. 47 0.49 1.55 0.58 0.46 1.69 0.71 0.44 1.82 0.83 0.42 1.94 X 
• 0.33 0.58 1."0 0. 43 0.54 1.55 0. 53 0.5 1 1.70 0.64 0.48 1.63 0.76 0.46 1.95 
'" 
, 0.31 0.62 1.40 0.40 0.56 1. 66 0.49 0.55 1.70 0.59 0.52 1.84 0.70 0.49 1.96 C r 10 0.29 0.67 1.41 0.37 0.82 1. 57 0.46 0.58 1. 71 0.55 0.56 1.84 0.65 0.53 1.96 r 
11 0.27 0.71 1. 41 0.35 0.66 1.57 0.43 0.62 1.72 0. 52 0.59 1.65 0.61 0.57 1.97 :l 
" 
,.,. 0.75 1. 41 0.33 0.70 1.58 0.41 0.66 1.72 0.49 0.63 1.85 0.58 ' .60 1.98 Z 
" 
0.25 0.19 1.42 0.31 0.73 1.58 0.39 0.69 1.13 0.47 0.66 1.86 0.55 0.63 1.98 ~ ~ .. ,." 0.82 1. 42 0.30 0. 77 1.58 0. 37 0.73 1.13 0.45 0.69 1.86 0 .52 ' .66 1.99 ~ 
" 
0.23 , ... 1.4 S 0.29 0.80 1.59 0.36 0.76 1. 73 0.43 0.72 1.87 0." 0.69 1.99 
.. 0.22 0.90 1.4S 0.28 0.84 1.59 0.34 0.19 1.74 0.4 1 0.75 1.87 0.48 0. 72 2.00 
11 0.21 0.93 I .U 0.27 0.87 1.60 0.33 0.82 1.74 0.39 0.78 1.88 0.46 0.75 2.00 
.. 0. 20 0.96 1.44 0.26 0.90 1.60 0.32 0.85 1. 75 0.38 0.81 1.88 0.45 0. 78 2.00 
19 0.20 0.99 1.44 0.25 0.93 1. 80 0.31 0.82 1.75 0.37 0.84 1. 88 0.43 0.8 1 2.01 
" 
0.19 1.02 1. 44 0." 0.96 1.61 0.30 0.9 1 1.75 0.36 0.80 1.89 0.42 0.83 2.01 
°J.'roude Ru mber I r eate r than uRity. 
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